For 36 years, at every Camp Sunshine session, we have offered children and families the opportunity to create a Wish Boat. We come together on the last night of the session for a candle-lighting ceremony. It’s a chance to make a wish and design a wishboat that will let your wish "set sail". No wish is too small, and no wish is too big. Wishes come from the heart, and can be kept quietly there or shared with others.

The Camp Sunshine Wish Boat replica included below serves as a symbol of your connection to Camp Sunshine:

You can decorate it, make a wish, and let the candle sparkle. If you’d like to, you can share a photo of your wishboat on Instagram using #mycswishboat.

We’d love to see your creativity set sail!
—All of us at Camp Sunshine

1) Cut out the wishboat shape along the black lines. 2) Make short cuts along the green solid lines. 3) Decorate your Wish Boat. 4) Fold along the dotted orange lines. 5) Using tape or glue, secure the tabs to the inside of the Wish Boat.